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BIBLICAL TEXT(S) + MESSAGE SUMMARY:  
EPHESIANS 4:1-7, 11-17, ACTS 11:25-26

Unity is a rare commodity. In fact, almost everything in our culture is 
designed to celebrate expressively individuality or provoke an us-versus-
them animosity. However, as people of the Kingdom, we are designed 
to be unified. We are supposed to exhibit a contrasting view of human 
community where unity is the norm. But it’s hard, isn’t it? And, we know 
why it’s difficult, don’t we? Because unity requires diversity. As we’ll learn 
in this message, we’re called to work at unity, to contend for it as one 
metaphorical body, with one head, Jesus Christ.

LEAN IN: These are icebreakers and warm ups, mostly to get the group 
talking and start the flow of  conversation. Choose one and talk it over for 
5-10 minutes.

1. What do you think of when you hear the word “unity?” 
2. Describe a time when you experienced the joys of unity,  

maybe as a member of a sports team or another organization.
3. What do you think might make you feel more connected and 

unified to something important in your life?
4. What stood out to you in this message, and why? 
5. What was your high/low for this past week (or since group last 

met)? What was the best thing that happened and the worst  
thing that happened?

 
LOOK DOWN: These are questions about the Bible passage(s) and 
observations about what’s been read. Spend about 15-20 minutes  
on three questions max.

1. How does Paul want his readers to walk? What’s that mean to you?
2. What qualities does he describe starting in 4:2? Which one catches 

your attention the most and why?
3. How does Paul describe the attitude we should have toward “unity 

of the Spirit in the bond of peace?” Why do you think he wants that 
motivation for us?

4. What word do you see repeated in 4:5-6? Why is that significant?
5. Starting in 4:15, how does Paul describe God’s people and why do 

you think he uses that kind of imagery? 
 

LOOK OUT: These questions help connect the world of the Bible  
to today. Spend about 15-20 minutes on three questions max.

1. Where do you see unity in our world? Where do you see division  
and strife?

2. Do you think people in our culture long for unity? What brings them 
together, if even briefly, and why?

3. Do you think most people in our culture value unity or the almost 
complete freedom to express their individuality? Explain your 
answer, please. 

4. How differently do you think most Christians in the West relate to 
the idea of unity versus Christians from other cultures, and why do 
you feel this way?

5. The U.S. motto is E Pluribus Unum (One from Many). Why is that so 
hard to live out?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
These questions are designed to help  
lead your group through a progression  
of engagement with the Bible passage(s) 
and the speaker’s message. They can help 
you understand and apply the teaching.
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LOOK IN: These are questions that help you consider how to engage the 
teaching personally. Spend about 15-20 minutes on three questions max.
1. How do relate personally to the idea that Christians should be 

united?
2. What’s been your toughest barrier to experiencing Christian unity? 
3. What might you have to give up, or hold more loosely, in order to 

experience the unity Paul describes? Offenses? Preferences? Is this 
even a fair question, and how does it make you feel? 

4. What would you expert of another, or a whole congregation even,  
in order to experience unity? 

5. How does the idea that unity requires diversity strike you? What 
might it imply for your life? For the life of our church? What, if 
anything, is hard about that for you?

LIVE IT OUT: These action steps help apply this week’s message to day 
to day life. Choose one prompts and talk it over for 5-10 minutes.

1. Make a list of all the things you hold onto that press against unity.  
Talk to Jesus about them and repent if necessary.

2. Find another Christian who is very different from you and have an 
honest convo about what prevents the two of you from experiencing  
the kind of unity Paul describes. Pray together for unity in the Church.

CONTINUED:

Thanks to Ashleigh Rich, Bob Barkema, Kathy Calvert, Jamie Lilley,  
Nick MIller, and the Adult Ministry Team for sermon notes and questions.




